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27/02/06 TT No.187: Barry Neighbour - Newport County (Nationwide 

Conference South)  

Saturday 25th February 2006 Newport County 2 Lewes 3 Nationwide Conference 

South. Attendance: 534 Rating: 3* 

Family duties meant a trip down to South Wales at the weekend. The last time I 

visited Newport they were still playing League Football at Somerton Park. The club 

now play at the Newport Stadium at the Newport Sports Village. This is also the 

athletics stadium and has two stands either side of the ground; one with seats and 

the other terracing. It has of course got a track around the pitch although, unlike 

some venues, it did not seem to be too far away from the action. There is a well-

stocked club shop in the ground and an equally well stocked programme shop at 

the other end of the stand where they were more than happy to exchange 

programmes.  

The game itself was dominated by the blustery weather although both teams tried 

to play football despite the conditions. It was Lewes who opened the scoring as 

Newport stopped for an offside decision that did not come (and much to the 

disgust of the home supporters). On the stroke of half-time Lewes doubled their 

advantage when a wind assisted corner whipped in and the centre half powered in 

a header unchallenged.   

Newport came out in the second half looking to get back in the game and pulled 

one back in the 61st minute with a well taken goal but any thoughts of salvaging 

something were destroyed three minutes later when Lewes again sprang Newport's 

offside trap to restore their two-goal advantage. Newport did pull a goal back in 

the last minute but despite the ref adding on 5 minutes injury time it was Lewes 

who returned to East Sussex with the points. 
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